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Abstract: Saturated acyclic four-atom groups closed with a classic intramolecular hydrogen bond,
generating planar five-membered rings (hydrogen-bridged quasi-rings), in which at least one of the
ring atoms is bonded to other non-ring atoms that are not in the ring plane and, thus, capable to form
intermolecular interactions, were studied in this work, in order to find the preferred mutual positions
of these species in crystals and evaluate strength of intermolecular interactions. We studied parallel
interactions of these rings by analysing crystal structures in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)
and by quantum chemical calculations. The rings can have one hydrogen atom out of the ring plane
that can form hydrogen bonds between two parallel rings. Hence, in these systems with parallel rings,
two types of hydrogen bonds can be present, one in the ring, and the other one between two parallel
rings. The CSD search showed that 27% of the rings in the crystal structures form parallel interactions.
The calculations at very accurate CCSD(T)/CBS level revealed strong interactions, in model systems
of thiosemicarbazide, semicarbazide and glycolamide dimers the energies are ´9.68, ´7.12 and
´4.25 kcal/mol. The hydrogen bonds between rings, as well as dispersion interactions contribute to
the strong interaction energies.
Keywords: hydrogen-bridged rings; hydrogen bonds; stacking
1. Introduction
The stacking interactions between aromatic rings are one of the well examined non-covalent
interactions [1–21]. However, not only aromatic, but other planar molecules and fragments
can also form stacking (parallel) interactions [22–46]. Interestingly, several studies showed that
stacking interactions of other planar molecules can be even stronger than stacking between aromatic
molecules [22–46], indicating the importance of these interactions. Analysis of the crystal structures
from Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) have shown that planar chelate rings with delocalized
pi-bonds can form stackinginteractions with C6-aromatic rings, and with other chelate rings [24–27].
The interaction energies of nickel and copper six-membered chelate rings with benzene, calculated
at very acurate CCSD(T)/CBS level, are ´4.77 and ´6.39 kcal/mol respectively [43,44], remarkably
stronger than stacking interaction between two benzene molecules, ´2.73 kcal/mol [10].
Supramolecular chemistry of hydrogen-bridged quasi-ring species becomes very interesting from
the fundamental point of view, however, it could be also useful in molecular recognition, crystal
engineering or biochemistry. Interactions of hydrogen-bridged rings in supramolecular arrangements
are similar to interactions of classical rings formed by covalent bonding. For example, quasi-chelate
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rings can participate in C–H¨ ¨ ¨pi interactions similar to aromatic organic molecules [47]. Rings formed
by resonance-assisted hydrogen bonding [45,48–50] can form pi-stacking interactions. Moreover,
hydrogen-bridged rings with saturated bonds can also form stacking interactions [46]. In our previous
study, it was shown that, in crystal structures from Cambridge Structural Database (CSD), 27% of
five-membered hydrogen-bridged rings form intermolecular stacking interactions [46]. Interaction
energy calculated at very accurate CCSD(T)/CBS level are ´4.89 kcal/mol and ´2.95 kcal/mol,
dependent on ring structure. These interactions are stronger than stacking between two benzene
molecules (´2.73 kcal/mol) [10].
The aim of this work was to deepen the knowledge about intermolecular interactions of
hydrogen-bridged rings by analyzing interaction of the saturated acyclic four-atom groups closed by a
classic intramolecular hydrogen bond, generating planar five-membered quasi-rings, with at least one
non-ring atom attached to the ring and situated out of the ring plane. This type of rings is observed
quite frequently in crystal structures from the CSD. One example of such ring is presented in Figure 1a.
The rings can have one hydrogen atom out of the ring plane that can form hydrogen bonds between
two parallel rings. Hence, in these systems, two types of hydrogen bonds can be present, one in the
ring, and the other one between two parallel rings. The parallel interactions of the rings were studied
by searching Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) and by quantum chemical calculations.
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Figure 1. (a) An example of a molecule with non–planar groups in the ring, that have hydrogen 
capable for hydrogen bond between two parallel rings. (b) Geometric parameters and atom labeling 
scheme used for the description of intermolecular interactions of saturated hydrogen-bridged rings, 
studied in this work; Ω marks the centroid of the ring, X and Y letters stand for any atoms adjacent to 
acceptor (A) and donor (D) atoms, respectively, R and r mark normal distance and offset value, 
respectively, θ1 and θ2-torsion angles H1Ω1Ω2H2 and A1Ω1Ω2A2, respectively; non–planar groups are 
omitted for simplicity. 
There are 1068 rings that satisfy Criteria 1–6, listed below in the Materials and Methods Section. 
There are 352 (33%) contacts of the two hydrogen-bridged quasi-rings that have distances between 
two centroids 4.5 Å or less, while 289 contacts (27%) have parallel orientation of the rings (interplanar 
angles smaller than 10°). Interestingly, in our previous search of hydrogen-bridged rings, with all 
planar groups in the ring, we found 978 rings in the CSD, while 27% (264) of the rings also formed 
parallel interactions [46].  
The interplanar angle (π) distribution for contacts that have distances between two centroids less 
than 4.5 Å, indicating preferred parallel orientation of the middle ring planes, is given in Figure 2. 
Figure 1. (a) An example of a molecule with non–planar groups in the ring, that have hydrogen capable
for hydrogen bond between two parallel rings. (b) Geometric parameters and atom labeling scheme
used for the description of intermolecular interactions of saturated hydrogen-bridged rings, studied in
this work; Ωmarks the centroid of the ring, X and Y letters stand for any atoms adjacent to acceptor
(A) and donor (D) atoms, respectively, R and r mark normal distance and offset value, respectively,
θ1 and θ2-torsion angles H1Ω1Ω2H2 and A1Ω1Ω2A2, respectively; non–planar groups are omitted
for simplicity.
2. Results
2.1. Search and Analysis of Crystal Structures from the CSD
To get an insight into the interactions of the hydrogen-bridged rings without multiple bonds that
also have non-planar groups in the ring (Figure 1a), search and analysis of the data in crystal structures
from the CSD were performed. Structures studied in this work are not limited to small molecules
similar to the one presented in Figure 1a, but larger molecules which have structural fragments,
as shown in Figure 1b, are included.
There are 1068 rings that satisfy Criteria 1–6, listed below in the Materials and Methods Section.
There are 352 (33%) contacts of the two hydrogen-bridged quasi-rings that have distances between
two centroids 4.5 Å or less, while 289 contacts (27%) have parallel orientation of the rings (interplanar
angles smaller than 10˝). Interestingly, in our previous search of hydrogen-bridged rings, with all
planar groups in the ring, we found 978 rings in the CSD, while 27% (264) of the rings also formed
parallel interactions [46].
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The interplanar angle (pi) distribution for contacts that have distances between two centroids less
than 4.5 Å, indicating preferred parallel orientation of the middle ring planes, is given in Figure 2.Crystals 2016, 6, 34 3 of 14 
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Figure 2. Interplanar angle distributions of five- e bered saturated hydrogen-bridged rings ith
non-planar groups in the rings in crystal structures. nu ber of contacts.
The data in Figure 3 show that most of the parallel contacts have the normal distances between
3.0 and 3.5 Å. These are distances typical for stacking of organic aromatic rings (3–4 Å) [17–22] and
other planar rings that form stacking interactions [24–27,43–46].
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Statistical analysis of elemental composition of the hydrogen-bridged rings studied in this work
is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Statistical analysis of elemental composition; the mark Z stands for halogen.
D,Y,X,A Percentage of Total Number of Contacts
N,C,N,N 49.1
N,C,C,O 18.8
N,C,C, Z 8.0
N,C,N,O 4.3
other 19.8
Many contacts (49.1%, or 173 contacts) involve rings containing N (as D, donor atom), C (as Y,
atom adjacent to the donor), N (as X, atom adjacent to the acceptor), and N (as A acceptor atom),
using atom labeling given in Figure 1. The majority of the contacts are between aminoguanidinium
cation derivatives (55.5%, or 96 contacts), but crystal structures of aminoguanidinium salts are largely
affected by ionic forces, so model systems containing aminoguanidinium cation were not used in
the calculations.
Among the structures with NCNN sequence, relatively abundant are thiosemicarbazide
derivatives (31.8%, or 55 contacts), with a sulfur atom doubly bonded to the carbon atom and
semicarbazide derivatives (8.7%, or 15 contacts), with an oxygen atom doubly bonded to the carbon
atom. In all contacts of these two groups, coordination number of D and X atoms is 3, i.e., these atoms
belong to the planar groups (Figure 5). If a coordination number of D, Y or X atoms is 3, it means that
these atoms belong to planar groups, since the ring itself is defined to be planar by constraints applied
in CSD search (Materials and Methods Section). Coordination numbers of D, Y or X atoms larger
than 3 indicate that these atoms belong to non-planar groups, mostly tetrahedral (or other geometries
when Y or X are metals). Coordination number of A larger than 2 indicates that A belongs to the
non-planar group, as well as in structures where coordination number of A is 2, A is oxygen atom and
the substituent is hydrogen atom. Molecules 4 and 5, shown in Figure 5, are studied in our previous
work, where all atoms in the ring belong to planar groups. In this work, however, at least one, or more,
atoms in the ring should belong to non-planar groups. In molecules 1 and 2, A is part of non-planar
group, while in 3, X is part of non-planar group.
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When A belongs to a non-planar group (Figure 1), it has a hydrogen atom as a substituent in 
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belongs to a non-planar group with coordination number 4. Both substituents at X atom are hydrogen 
atoms in 79% of contacts. A large majority of contacts of this group (98%) has an A atom that belongs 
to a planar group or hydrogen atom as a substituent on A atom. This hydrogen atom is directed away 
from the area of the other molecule in the dimer, so it is not capable to form hydrogen bond with it 
(Figure 5). 
It should be noted that D and A are donor and acceptor for intramolecular hydrogen bond, while 
they can have different roles in intermolecular hydrogen bonds between two rings (Figures 5–7). 
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When A belongs to a non-planar group (Figure 1), it has a hydrogen atom as a substituent in almost
all cases (98% of contacts of thiosemicarbazide (1) derivatives and 93% of contacts of semicarbazide (2)
derivatives).
Another relatively numerous group of rings that form parallel interactions (18.8% of total number
of contacts, or 66 contacts) has N, C, C and O atoms as D, X, Y and A atoms, respectively (Table 1).
Most of them (87.9% or 58 contacts) are glycolamide (3) derivatives. In these structures, D atom
always belongs to a planar group (coordination number is always 3), while X atom always belongs to
a non-planar group with coordination number 4. Both substituents at X atom are hydrogen atoms in
79% of contacts. A large majority of contacts of this group (98%) has an A atom that belongs to a planar
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group or hydrogen atom as a substituent on A atom. This hydrogen atom is directed away from the
area of the other molecule in the dimer, so it is not capable to form hydrogen bond with it (Figure 5).
It should be noted that D and A are donor and acceptor for intramolecular hydrogen bond, while
they can have different roles in intermolecular hydrogen bonds between two rings (Figures 5–7).
2.2. Quantum Chemical Calculations
Hydrogen-bridged rings, thiosemicarbazide (1), semicarbazide (2) and glycolamide (3), presented
in Figure 5, were used in model systems to calculate stacking interactions. These rings were chosen
since their derivatives occur quite frequently in crystal structures (Table 1). In order to show that these
rings are appropriate representatives for whole set of rings studied in this work, we analyzed geometric
parameters for derivatives of thiosemicarbazide, semicarbazide and glycolamide rings separately.
Trends concerning interactions of their derivatives in crystal structures are the same (Figures S1–S4)
as overall trends (Figures 2–4), justifying the use of these molecules in model system for quantum
chemical calculations. Geometries of optimized dimers of thiosemicarbazide, semicarbazide and
glycolamide in the gas phase, as well as some typical structural patterns in the crystals of
thiosemicarbazide and derivatives of semicarbazide and glycolamide are also given in ESI (Figures S5
and S6).
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In Figure 5, structures of two hydrogen-bridged rings, 4 and 5, that we used as model systems to
calculate interaction energies in our previous study [46] are also presented. Model systems used for
calculations are composed of two quasi-cyclic molecules in the antiparallel position (parallel alignment
of the ring planes and torsion angles H1Ω1Ω2H2 and A1Ω1Ω2A2 of 180˝) since data from the crystal
structures showed antiparallel orientation of interacting rings (Figure 4).
Potential curves of interaction energies are obtained by moving molecules along two directions.
The first is Ω-Ω’ direction, where Ω represents the centroid of the molecule, while Ω’ represents the
centroid of the hydrogen-acceptor bond (Figu e 6).
The second direction is orthogonal to the Ω-Ω’ direction. Representative geometries are shown in
Figure 7.
The potential curves were calculated by varying offset values (r) in steps of 0.5 Å, while normal
distances (R) were varied for every particular offset value in order to obtain the strongest energy.
For calculating potential curves, we used DFT methods, which are in good agreement with very
accurate CCSD(T)/CBS method. Benchmark calculations are presented in Tables S1–S5. Model systems
used for the benchmark analysis are shown in Figure S7. Potential curves are shown in Figure 8, while
corresponding normal distances are shown in Figure S8, ESI.
Potential curves in the Ω-Ω’ direction show minima for thiosemicarbazide, semicarbazide and
glycolamide model systems at negative offset values of ´1.5, ´2.0, and ´3.5 Å, respectively, with
interaction en rgies, calculated at CCSD(T)/CBS level, of´7.66,´4.90 and´4.25 kcal/mol, respectively.
The minima on potential curves orthogonal to the Ω-Ω’ direction re at positive offset values of 2.5 Å
for thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide model systems with energies of ´9.68 and ´7.12 kcal/mol,
Crystals 2016, 6, 34 7 of 14
respectively (Figure 8, Table 2). The minimum for glycolamide model system is at offset of ´2.0 Å with
the energy of ´2.21 kcal/mol.
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were calculated by varying the normal distance (R) between two molecules in a series of single point
calculations. The strongest calculated energy for each offset value is presented. The selected geometries
are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Table 2. Interaction energies and offsets of potential curves minima for molecules in Figure 5. Energies
are in kcal/mol, distances are in Å.
Model System
Ω-Ω’ Direction Orthogonal to Ω-Ω’ Direction
r Em CCSD(T)/CBS r Em CCSD(T)/CBS
1 ´1.5 ´8.19 ´7.66 2.5 ´9.27 ´9.68
2 ´2.0 ´4.79 ´4.90 2.5 ´7.07 ´7.12
3 ´3.5 ´4.09 ´4.25 ´2.0 ´2.33 ´2.21
4 0.0 ´4.49 ´4.84 ´1.0 ´4.91 ´4.89
5 0.0 ´2.88 ´2.95 ´1.0 ´3.19 ´2.95
Note: Em—interaction energy at minima on potential curve in Ω-Ω’ direction calcualated at:
1: BP86-d3/6-31++G**; 2: M052X-d3/cc-pVTZ; 3: BLYP-d3/aug-cc-pVDZ; 4: blyp-d3/cc-pVTZ;
5: blyp-d3/cc-pVTZ levels. Em—interaction energy at minima on potential curve orthogonal to Ω-Ω’ direction
calculated at: 1: tpss-d3/aug-cc-pVDZ; 2: tpss-d3/cc-pVTZ; 3: BLYP-d3/aug-cc-pVDZ; 4: M06HF-d3/cc-pVDZ;
5: M052X-d3/6-31++G** levels.
Potential curves for thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide model systems have similar shape,
because of the similar molecular structure, however, the interaction energies are stronger for
thiosemicarbazide, for almost all offsets. For all three model systems, the most stable interactions are
calculated for the geometries with very favorable hydrogen bonds between rings, as shown in Figure 9.
In dimers of thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide (Figure 9a,b) intermolecular hydrogen bonds are
bifurcated. Nitrogen atoms in position A (Figure 1b) are acceptor atoms of intramolecular hydrogen
bonds and donors for the intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Acceptor atoms for the intermolecular
hydrogen bonds are sulfur (Figure 9a) or oxygen atoms (Figure 9b), as well as nitrogen atoms
in the position X (Figures 1b and 9a,b). In the case of glycolamide, tetrahedral carbon atoms
(position X, Figure 1b) are donors, while oxygen atoms of carbonyl groups are acceptors (Figure 9c) for
intermolecular hydrogen bonds.
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Figure 9. Geometries of the strongest calculated interactions of (a) thiosemicarbazide, (b) semicarbazide
and (c) glycolamide dimers, with presented intermolecular hydrogen bonds and CH–O interactions.
The data of potential curves and interaction energies calculated at very accurate CCSD(T)/CBS
level show that interactions are quite strong (Figure 8, Table 2). The strongest are interactions in
thiosemicarbazide dimer´9.68 kcal/mol, while interaction in semicarbazide dimer is weaker, however,
still quite strong,´7.12 kcal/mol. Among the model systems used in this study, the weakest interaction
was calculated in glycolamide dimer, ´4.25 kcal/mol.
In the geometries of the minima on potential curves, there are two simultaneous hydrogen
bonds between two quasi-rings that are in dimers of thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide bifurcated
(Figure 9). In order to evaluate the contribution of single hydrogen bond to the interaction energies,
we performed calculations on model systems: thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide molecules with
ammonia and of glycolamide molecule with methanol (Figure 10). The position of NH and CH
bonds that form intermolecular hydrogen bonds are the same as the position of the corresponding
NH and CH bonds in geometries of minima shown in Figure 9, with identical bond lengths and
valence angles. Energies are calculated using the same methods that are used for calculating potential
curves (Figure 8), i.e., tpss-d3/aug-cc-pVDZ for thiosemicarbazide/ammonia, tpss-d3/cc-pVTZ for
semicarbazide/ammonia, and blyp-d3/aug-cc-pVDZ for glycolamide/methanol. Evaluated energies
of hydrogen bonds are ´3.89, ´1.80 and ´1.67 kcal/mol, respectively. Although contributions of
intermolecular hydrogen bonds to total interaction energies are considerable, the total interaction
energies in Table 2 are more than energies of two hydrogen bonds, indicating the existence of additional
contributions to total energies.
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Figure 10. Model systems for evaluating energies of hydrogen bonds (a) thiosemicarbazide and
ammonia, (b) semicarbazide and ammonia, and (c) glycolamide and methanol. Positions and
geometries of intermolecular hydrogen bonds are identical as in Figure 9. The calculated energies are
(a) ´3.89 kcal/mol, (b) ´1.80 kcal/mol and (c) ´1.67 kcal/mol.
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Maps of electrostatic potentials for thiosemicarbazide, semicarbazide and glycolamide molecules
(Figure 11) show that electron density is more localized on oxygen atom of semicarbazide than on the
sulfur atom of thiosemicarbazide. In addition, the hydrogen atom in tiosemicarbazide is more positive
than in semicarbazide. Electrostatic potential maps of glycolamide molecule show that hydrogen and
oxygen involved in intermolecular interactions are less positive and less negative, respectively, than
hydrogens and sulfur/oxygen atoms in thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide.Crystals 2016, 6, 34 9 of 14 
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3. Discussion
Orientations of the rings in crystal structures correspond to antiparallel arrangement (Figures 4, 6
and 7). In our previous work, we studied interactions of similar hydrogen-bridged rings, however,
with all planar groups in the ring [46], as was mentioned above. The analysis of the data from crystal
structures showed very similar trends as observed in this study.
Stacking interactions of similar systems without intermolecular hydrogen bonds (model
systems of molecules 4 and 5, Figure 5) that were calculated in our previous work, ´4.89 and
´2.95 kcal/mol [46], are significantly weaker than interactions in model systems 1 and 2, studied in
this work, ´9.68 and ´7.12 kcal/mol, at CCSD(T)/CBS level (Table 2). The geometries in the dimers
are also quite different because of the hydrogen bonds. This indicates that the presence of hydrogen
atoms between the ring planes that form hydrogen bonds, significantly influence the geometries and
strengthen interactions between two parallel rings. In systems 1 and 2, there are double bifurcated
intermolecular hydrogen bonds, NH–N and NH–S in the case of thiosemicarbazide (1) and NH–N and
NH–O in case of semicarbazide (2) (Figure 9), which contribute to the strength of the interactions.
Evaluated energies of single hydrogen bonds (Figure 10) indicate significant contribution of
hydrogen bonds to total interaction energy between two quasi-rings, however, indicate also other
contributions to total energy. Namely total interaction energies for thiosemicarbazide, semicarbazide,
and glycolamide (´9.27, ´7.07 and ´4.09 kcal/mol respectively) are larger than energies of two
hydrogen bonds (´7.78, ´3.60 and ´3.34 kcal/mol, respectively). One can also notice that interaction
energy in thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide dimers is less than sum of hydrogen bonds (Figure 10)
and interaction energies in dimers of 4 and 5 (Figure 5, Table 2), without intermolecular hydrogen
bonds between quasi-rings.
The dimers of thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide have similar geometries, so energy differences
can be attributed mostly to the nature of sulfur and oxygen atoms. Stronger interaction in case of
thiosemicarbazide is probably a consequence of stronger dispersion component that can be anticipated
for larger sulfur atom. Indeed, electrostatic potential maps, discussed above, show larger sulfur atom
with more delocalized negative charge (Figure 11). Besides, hydrogen atom involved in intermolecular
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interaction is slightly more acidic (more partially positive) in thiosemicarbazide than in semicarbazide
(Figure 11), so that also contributes to the energy difference. Electrostatic potential maps can explain
weaker interactions in glycolamide dimer. One reason for weaker interaction in the case of glycolamide
is the type of hydrogen bonds between rings, which are in this case relatively weak CH–O interactions
(Figure 10). Another reason is that CH–O bonds in glycolamide dimer are not bifurcated as in dimers
of thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide.
Curves of changing normal distances for various offset values presented in Figure S8, show
that normal distances are shorter for thiosemicarbazide rings, in accordance with the strongest
interaction energies.
The calculations on correlation energies show that correlation component is higher for
thiosemirarbazide than for semicarbazide (Table S6), indicating that dispersion is also important
in these interactions.
4. Materials and Methods
A CSD search (CSD version 5.35, November 2013. and updates, May 2014) is performed by
using ConQuest 1.16 [51]. Constraints applied in search were: (1) distances between donor (D)
and acceptor (A) atoms within the ring less than 4.0 Å; (2) angles between donor (D), hydrogen,
and acceptor (A) atoms within the ring from 90˝ to 180˝; (3) absolute torsions AXYD and XYDH
(Figure 1) from 0 to 10˝; (4) donor and acceptor atoms include N, O, Cl, S and F atoms, due to their
considerable electronegativities; (5) all covalent bonds within the ring are set to be single acyclic;
(6) structures where all atoms in the ring belong to planar groups (coordination number of D, Y
and X atoms less than four and coordination number of A atom less than three are excluded from
further considerations, since noncovalent interactions of these species were analyzed in our previous
work [46]); and (7) intermolecular contacts having distances between two centroids 4.5 Å or less
are considered in this work. The crystallographic R factor is set to be less than 10%, the error-free
coordinates according to the criteria used in the CSD, the H-atom positions were normalized using
the CSD default X–H bond lengths (O–H = 0.983 Å; C–H = 1.083 Å and N–H = 1.009 Å), no polymer
structures and no powder structures were included.
Single-point calculations were used to evaluate interaction energy between two rings.
Optimizations of monomers, thiosemicarbazide, semicarbazide, and glycolamide, are done at
MP2/cc-pVTZ [52,53] level. The methods for calculation of interaction energy potential curves were
chosen based on good agreement with CCSD(T)/CBS method [54] (Tables S1–S5, ESI). Interaction
energy was determined as a difference of the dimer energy and the sum of energies of monomers,
having included correction of basis set superposition error (BSSE) [55]. All calculations are done by
using Gaussian09 series of programs [56].
Maps of electrostatic potentials for thiosemicarbazide, semicarbazide and glycolamide molecules,
calculated and visualized from wavefunction files using the Wavefunction Analysis Program
(WFA-SAS) [57,58]. The wavefunctions were calculated on MP2/cc-pVTZ level of theory.
5. Conclusions
Search and analysis of the crystal structures in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) show
that saturated acyclic four-atom groups closed with a classic intramolecular hydrogen bond, generating
planar five-membered rings (hydrogen-bridged quasi-rings), in which at least one of the ring atoms is
bonded to other non-ring atoms that are not in the ring plane and, thus, capable to form intermolecular
interactions, were observed quite frequently in crystal structures from the CSD. In the crystal structures,
we found 1068 rings, while 289 (27%) of them form parallel interactions.
The rings can have one hydrogen atom out of the ring plane that gives possibility for hydrogen
bonds between two parallel rings. Hence, in these systems, two types of hydrogen bonds can be
present, one in the ring, and the other one between two parallel rings.
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The strongest interaction energies, calculated at very accurate CCSD(T)/CBS level, are ´9.68
and ´7.12 kcal/mol for thiosemicarbazide and semicarbazide interactions, respectively. Similar
rings that do not have possibility for hydrogen bonds between rings have significantly weaker
interaction energies of ´4.89 and ´2.95 kcal/mol [46], indicating the importance of hydrogen bonds
for the strength of the interactions. Evaluated energies of hydrogen bonds in thiosemicarbazide and
semicarbazide are ´7.78 and ´3.60 kcal/mol, respectively.
The results presented in this paper recognize that interactions, and their strong interaction
energies, can be important in all supramolecular systems.
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